
If  You  Need  to  Send  or
Receive Flowers

I  realize  many  bloggers  get  paid  to  endorse  a  product.
However, that is not the case here. It takes an exceptional
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product, high quality, and great customer service for me to go
out on a limb and support it. When I find something that
consistently impresses me, I feel compelled to share it with
you, friend to friend.

With  the  holidays  around  the  corner,  you  may  be  sending
flowers more than usual. Last September, I treated myself to
monthly flowers…..well, just because….why not? � In a previous
life when I was working in San Francisco, I would always stop
by the street florist and buy myself a bunch of fresh flowers
every Friday. It made me happy.

I  am  rather  discriminating  when  it  comes  to  flowers.  My
monthly subscription with The Bouqs Co. was prompted by a
discount coupon (20% off and free shipping)) I had received
online and I thought I’d give it a go.

https://bouqs.com/flowers/all


On the 12th of each month I receive a box of flowers delivered
by FedEx. In order to use Bouqs, you don’t have to subscribe
as they also send flowers one order at a time. Bouqs is my
exclusive flower resource because I have received such good
feedback from friends and relatives who have received Bouq
flowers from us.



The flowers come directly from the grower and are packed very,
very well. You can also go online to manage your subscription
and change your flowers at any time.

Each box typically has 3 separately wrapped bouquets and many
of the blossoms are not open yet.



The ends are trimmed before submerging into water.



After a few days in a vase, the buds open up beautifully and I
have never been disappointed with an arrangement. Some of them
seem to last weeks, too, especially if I change the water
every few days and re-trim the stems.

Here  are  some  pictures  of  some  of  the  bouquets  I  have
received.



This tropical one arrived last December and it was a pleasant
surprised as I was expecting something with evergreens.



Yesterday, my November flowers were delivered. The lilies are
still closed but I am especially fond of the color of the
thistle.





I have been using The Bouqs Co. for over a year and have had
enough experience with them to endorse their product. If you
go online, they offer 20% off and free shipping. They have a
wonderful  selection  and  ordering  online  is  very  easy.
Hopefully  you  will  be  as  pleased  with  them  as  I  am.




